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Key Features: - Explore an untold tale from the NEKOPARA universe, the first chapter of the beloved visual novel franchise. - Play through the
mysterious events that lead to Vanilla and Chocola’s first appearance in the NEKOPARA universe and witness the origin of their cruel master. -
An all-new story! Experience a glimpse into what lead up to the events of NEKOPARA Vol. 1. - Play through the story in any order and witness
some of the characters’ happier times together. - Play as Vanilla and Chocola in dual-wield combat in battle mode. - Play through the story in a
new order, direct from the manga, and witness the characters' tragic fates. - Visit all-new locations in Paris, Montreal and San Francisco. -
Observe an all-new world. See how the catgirls' lives change when they finally open up to other cats and realize their unique abilities. - Explore
the quaint town of La Petite France and customize your own catgirl. - Have fun playing as Chocola and Vanilla in the “Otome Game” side
stories. - Contribute to the story through dialogue choices that directly affect the fate of the characters. - Play against friends in “Big Sister
Little Sister Story” mode or “Big Sister vs. Little Sister” mode. - Share your opinions, reviews and cosplays through photo and sound effects
using the Oculus Rift. - Localized translations provided by fans and language translators. - Available for the PlayStation 4, Nintendo Switch,
PlayStation Vita, Wii U, Xbox One, and Steam. Synopsis: One day, out of the blue, a mysterious catgirl appears and before the catgirls know it,
they're launched into a world where they're expected to act and speak as their birthright expects of them. Now the catgirls have the chance to
grow into their true selves, but the memories and relationships they made in that world will haunt them forever and what was once the starting
point of their new journeys, begins the mystery at the heart of the NEKOPARA universe. The tale begins when Chocola and Vanilla arrive at the
Minaduki household and, not long after, they begin to notice the difference in the attitude of each other in comparison to their home. Then, an
unexpected new arrival: a cat named Cloudfleur. The catgirl will play a

Features Key:

OUR NEW NPC!
ENDLESS ADVENTURES! Your Mediaeval cinder maid will have unfathomable adventures when you send her onto new islands and areas where she will encounter 

extra
FEMALE NPC 

Species Bonus:
Please keep in mind that for the NPC there are 

condition cautions
please remember that an NPC with the 

Maid - Siren Gender
trait may only become an AI after you have 

visited all of your companion camp
an NPC with the 

Maid - Long Hair Gender
trait may only become an AI after you have 

visited all of your companion camp
an NPC with the 

Maid - Pump Gender
trait may only become an AI after you have 

visited all of your companion camp

Nekopara's new NPC will be able to increase your bed capacity and also get missions for you! Features: 
Aim

A 
simple character for growing with your catgirls

the aim is 
to create your character over the course of the game

the aim will be to become a catgirl, but that is up to you
Content Type

Crafting, Profit, Lore, Building, etc.
Category

Men vs. Women, Romance, Rab Romance, Misery, F&at;l Company, Treachery 
Appearance

6 kinds of catgirls 
Content Rating

Age Rating

14 year 
Focus

Remove your partner is not a member of the family
Destinations

* Nippon: Japan, America and Europe
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The story of "The NEKOPARA Extra" starts more than half a year before the events of the original NEKOPARA visual novel.
Chocola and Vanilla's first assignment is to work as servants at a wealthy family. It's then that they meet Kashou, who's
vacationing at the Minaduki mansion. Chocola starts to get fond of him immediately despite his cold demeanor. The catgirls
return to the Minaduki household during the Christmas season, where they share their first Christmas promise with Kashou.
Once again, the story focuses on the catgirls and Kashou, sharing various events during their first encounter. But this is NOT a
standalone prequel of the original NEKOPARA visual novel. Instead, it's a story that's meant to bridge the gap between the
original story and the NEKOPARA OVA. Other characters from the original NEKOPARA will appear as well. The story focuses on
Chocola and Vanilla. Other events happening in the game are meant to be read in the original NEKOPARA visual novel. [Short
Version] What is the NEKOPARA Extra? The NEKOPARA Extra is a prequel story of the original NEKOPARA visual novel. Story:
"Kashou x Chocola, Vanilla x Kashou" Genre: Action RPG / Lolicon Language: English, Japanese, Traditional Chinese System: PC
/ MAC / PS Vita Available Devices: PC PlayStation Vita Kindle Fire Handheld Android Released: Autumn 2017 Price: $9.99
Synopsis The NEKOPARA Extra is a prequel story of the original NEKOPARA visual novel. Story: "Kashou x Chocola, Vanilla x
Kashou" Genre: Action RPG / Lolicon Available Devices: PC PlayStation Vita Kindle Fire Handheld Android Why are there two
Extra versions available? For different devices, the language is different (English, Japanese, Traditional Chinese). The English
Extra is for those interested in the story, but not interested in the characters, so they can read the story without knowing the
details about the characters. The Japanese Extra is for those interested in the characters, but not interested in the story, so
they can experience the events of the story without knowing the details about the characters. Story Demo The NE d41b202975
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Official Website: Contact Info: Twitter: Facebook: Reddit: Stories about monkeys, Ola, Natasha and Kazumi, about the jobs they had, the moves
they made, the food they cooked, the games they played, the people they encountered, and eventually, about the family they built, especially
Ola and Natasha who've been missing in action for a long, long time. ? Please share on social media and rate the video ? If you like this video,
please share it on social media and do not forget to subscribe to my channel so that you will be notified when I release new videos. Thank you
? ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ⌂About me: ⌂Facebook - ⌂Twitter - ⌂Google + -
⌂Thanks you for watching, feel free to leave comments and share this video with your friends. ⌂If you want to make a website about it,
remember to give a link to stefanpdalac.com. ⌂And don't forget to leave your request/site fanart/etc in the comments. Robby Black, such a
small man with such a big heart. And Robin Zane, good-humoured and proud of it. Together they solve mysteries, find out some truths, and
sometimes even play a bit of a joke on themselves. Stories about monkeys, Ola, Natasha and Kazumi, about the jobs they had, the moves they
made, the food they cooked, the games they played, the people they encountered, and eventually, about the family they built, especially Ola
and Natasha who've been missing in action for a long, long time. ? Please share on social media and rate the video
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What's new in NEKOPARA Extra:

(s) Posts Sunday, April 11, 2010 ACDO WITH 3MEOWBOY - 4.04 / 10 [Ghost] Got a post for you today - it's a little new readership since I'd really come out with the last one
(see the "aplies are lowered" review- it made me laugh out loud when I read it) but here it is - 4.04 - "3Meowboy" - for all you ACDO fans out there, there's a huge tribute to
3Meowboy @ ACDO TV - just in case there was any doubt - so here are the "You'll Know It's Him" moments: 1) The choice of character names was kind of problematic for sure -
with the first one they give us "tyrant" which I would except for BLOODHOUND, but then someone had to stick a number or name on the end and it was decided to put that
like "tyrant ith" which was very unfortunate, too many letters and no vowels. So I'll choose "Sweetheart" as a tribute to 3Meowboy and folks, it's not a flattering name - but
it's a crazy AWESOME name I know full well ;) 2) I was assured the explicit details were being left out - and sorry it's not as explicit as I could've wanted but some of it is
censored - so just the tittle of it. Sweetheart gets stabbed, crotched, and some more of that - then manages to cheat death while drugged out of her mind - just like ACDO
SUGNY loves to do ;) 3) The ending - I can tell you - it was a lot of fun (and not in an good way) with what is basically the ACDO fight scene "Aitor brings in the kids" with a
few enhancements - but I don't recommend if you really need to watch this on the regular day's - it took about 10 FULL minutes to a side - and I wouldn't have thought that
would be over long for e-uploads like these - but then I think I am watching them on a standard upload times (10-15 minutes) but even for the regular times - this still took
just too darn long - and I mean, it's a straight fight scene - but I thought they could've made it better and filled it out with something more than just two characters duking it
out? Anything? You know I
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Minimum Requirements Needed to Crack NEKOPARA Extra Game.

Minimum Requirements Needed to Crack NEKOPARA Extra Game.
NEKOPARA Extra Only Requires Windows 7, Windows 10, Window 8 And Windows 10.

Minimum Requirements Needed to Crack Game:

Version: NEKOPARA Extra 0.31.1
Language: English
Region: USA/EU
OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Window 10.

These Minimum Requirements Are Tested & Validated With All These Processes.

If Your System Fail To Run Game NEKOPARA Extra, Then You Have to Run This Game On Linux Software.

Process:

Click on below the below process:

1. You Need have PlayNEKOPARA R1 on Windows 7&8
2. Install PlayNEKOPARA R1 First
3. Go To C:\Program Files (x86)\PlayNEKOPARA R1
4. Run PlayNEKOPARA R1
5. You will Get Login Screen
6. Enter Login And Password
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System Requirements For NEKOPARA Extra:

Total game time: 1 hour. Minimum system requirements are as follows: OS: Windows Vista / XP Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4Ghz Memory:
2GB RAM DirectX: Version 9 Network: Broadband Internet connection Game updates/upgrades will be available for download on the PlayStation
Store. PS Vita owners, please update your PS Vita system to version 2.00 in order to play this game. Remember that this is a digital version of
the game, there are
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